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A zoomable mood board.
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Nowadays online mood boards are commonly available for everybody, such as
Pinterest. However these services don’t allow the behavior of their analog
counterparts: regrouping and arranging pictures. Instead they present it in
a grid, while my approach is to collect the images on a canvas where it is
possible to arrange and resize them. Furthermore it adapts the idea of Prezi, allowing to zoom in out to create fields of interest.

Figure 1. Zoomood canvas with all images.
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Figure 2. Canvas changes when files are dragged.

Figure 3. Zoomed canvas.

IMPLEMENTATION
The concept was implemented as a webpage using
latest web development standards. The front-
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FURTHER IDEAS

with JavaScript using the node.js framework as
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EXPERIENCE

ment and technical improvements to scale the
app’s performance (e.g. techniques to reduce the

The main motivation to implement this solution

memory amount when displaying a lot of images

was the lack of existing solutions on the Internet. Further using open web technologies as Ja-
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laptop’s touchpad made the interaction feel
quite natural (e.g. when zooming in or out, espe-

port all the needed technologies. The project is
1
open source and can be downloaded at GitHub .

cially with the MacBook’s inertia scrolling).
Figure 3 shows the canvas when zoomed in.
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https://github.com/ulrichson/zoomood

